Annex: Case summary5
UK Visas and Immigration’s incorrect advice led to a series of injustices including an order
to leave the UK
In April and May of 2014, Mrs T sought advice from UK Visas and Immigration (UKVI) on
whether her leave to remain in the UK would be affected if her husband, who is a British
citizen, accepted a job offer overseas. Mrs T was assured that there would be no effect on
her immigration status, provided they could prove their relationship was subsisting.
Having obtained this advice, Mrs T’s husband accepted the job in June 2014. Mrs T remained
and continued to work in the UK. In December of that year, Mrs T visited her husband
overseas for Christmas and New Year. At the end of that visit Mrs T and her husband spent a
few days together on holiday in the Middle East.
Mrs T returned to the UK from the Middle East on 3 January 2015 but was detained at Gatwick
Airport by Border Force. She was held for 12 hours whilst Border Force examined her status,
which included interviews and searches of Mrs T’s baggage. Border Force concluded that as
Mrs T was not entering the UK to live with her husband, and as he was not physically present
in the UK, there had been a change to her circumstances since she had been granted her last
leave to remain in the UK. Border Force cancelled Mrs T’s leave to remain in the UK and
served her with a removal decision which said she had to leave the UK on 17 January 2015 and
return to the Middle East. They also told her that she would no longer be entitled to work in
the UK, unless she lodged an appeal against their decision and engaged a solicitor to help her
resolve the matter. Border Force allowed Mrs T into the UK temporarily pending her appealing
against the decision.
However, despite being told that she would be able to resume working in the UK if she lodged
an appeal, Border Force’s acknowledgement letter to Mrs T’s appeal stated she was not
entitled to work. Mrs T complained through her local MP to the Home Office about incorrect
advice she had received regarding her status and her treatment by Border Force. The
restriction on Mrs T to work was lifted in February 2015 and she immediately returned to
work. However, the restriction was later put back on Mrs T erroneously in May 2015 and
despite Mrs T and her MP trying at length to get this decision corrected, it was not until
September 2015 that Border Force lifted it. As a result of these restrictions, Mrs T was unable
to work for over five months during 2015.
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In December 2015, HM Courts and Tribunals Service decided Mrs T’s appeal in her favour.
Although her immigration status was now restored and she was back at work, Mrs T still had
not had been able to resolve her complaint to the Home Office from January 2015.
Our investigation found failings in how both Border Force and UKVI had dealt with Mrs T and
her complaint. We concluded that these failings had resulted in significant injustice for Mrs T.
To put things right for her, we made a number of recommendations to UKVI and Border Force
which both organisations accepted. UKVI wrote to Mrs T to apologise for providing her with
incorrect advice when she made enquiries about the impact of her husband taking a job
overseas would have on her immigration status and for the delay in resolving her complaint.
They paid her £1,600 in respect of her solicitor’s fees for the appeal she was compelled to
make and £500 in recognition of the distress and inconvenience she experienced as a result of
their errors when dealing with her case throughout. Border Force compensated Mrs T for her
lost earnings during the time she was unable to work and other costs and paid an additional
£100 in recognition of the distress and inconvenience she suffered.

